1. Introduction. Let p: E -> B be a Hurewicz fibration whose base B and fiber F are homotopy equivalent to a finite complex, and let ƒ: E -> E be a fiber preserving map (over the identity). Let d: £IB -•> F denote the transgression map which arises from the Puppe sequence of the fibration. Our purpose is to relate the homomorphisms induced by the projection p and the transgression d with the Lefschetz number of g: F -> F, the restriction of ƒ to the fiber. THEOREM 
There is an S-map TA B + -• E* such that the composite H*(B) -£-+ H*(E) -^-+ H*(B)
is multiplication by the Lefschetz number A g of g.
Here H denotes singular cohomology with arbitrary coefficients. We call T* a transfer map. It is a generalization of the transfer for coverings [6] , [7] and for fiber bundles [1] , [2] , [3], [5] . A. Dold [4] has also defined transfer for a large category of maps.
The existence of the transfer leads to various restrictions on the algebraic invariants attached to a fibration with base and fiber a finite complex. In particular we have
(F)is trivial, n<2 (connectivity ofF).
We will outline two constructions of the transfer each of interest in its own right. The first involves a reduction of the fibration case to the smooth 3. Fiber smoothing theorems. Let F -> E -> B be a fibration such that B is a closed smooth manifold and F is a finite complex. We have
THEOREM 3 (Open fiber smoothing theorem). There exists an open regular neighborhood U of F and a smooth fiber bundle U-+E' -• B which is fiber homotopy equivalent to F-+ E -> B.
Let T n denote the ^-dimensional torus, n = dim (B).
THEOREM 4 (Closed fiber smoothing theorem). There exists a closed regular neighborhood W of F and a smooth fiber bundle W x T n -> E' --> B which is fiber homotopy equivalent to F
The extension of the transfer from smooth fiber bundles to fibrations is accomplished by the closed fiber smoothing theorem, which asserts that any fibration p: E -• B, as above, is a retract of a smooth fiber bundle p\ E' -• B. Let E -^-» E' -&-+ E denote the asserted inclusion and retraction. If ƒ: E -• E is fiber preserving, 7y is then defined to be pr X f p .
The general case, i.e. where B is a finite complex can be reduced to the above case by embedding ^asa retract of a closed smooth manifold. By an ex-fibration we mean an object E = (E, B, pA) where p: E -+ B is a fibration, A is a cross section, and (a) p has a lifting function with the  property that if a is a path in B its lifting in E which begins at A(a(0) 
